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have quite profound effects upon urban structure. I'ranspoT't
(which is a par ticular' for'm of communication) has always had a
major influence on ur ban for m and str uctuT'e (DEeD, 1977. P11 ff) "
Melbourne's form of'development, for example, was until the
1960 t S almost wholly I'elated to the r ail and tr am developments of
the 1880's. and is still influenced to a notable degree by them,
a century later" What then is likely to be the influence of new
developments in information and communication technology upon
uT'ban form?

rhe answer is that it is an open question. CommentatoY's
seem to agree that these technologies could support almost any
ur'ban fOT'm. FOT' example t Newton and Taylor (1985) conclude that
"informat.ion and telecommunication technology force neither
centr'alisation nor decentralisation per se" .. Wigan (1981. p18)
has posed the question "Will the opportunities for weaker
physical links between place of W'or'k and homework tend to
encourage subur'ban acti vi ty center's or to consolidate the central
contr'ols which have classically been the province of the centr al
city head office?" Ely (1985, p139) however concludes that since
information and communication technologies are essentially
neutral in their effect upon urban form. past trends towards
"disper'sion and a relative decline in the activity of major city
centers" will continue because the influence of the motor car
will continue. i.e. it will not be affected one way or the other
by these new technologies"

Probably the main factor affecting the emer gence of home
based work is its acceptance by the workers involved" Wigan
( 1985a, p 152) noted that in Britain t there was a r esi stance to
such activity because of' the increased control of worker's
output, and a reduction in "personal interaction due to lack of
the office social contact fr ame\-lOr'k" 11 He also noted that fir UlS

engaged in such acti vi ty wer e now saving substantial sums in
office over'heads. Commenting on this, Wigan noted that. "if the
home workers fail to obtain some par't of' the cost reduction gains
that. their employers ar'e now enjoying, then the impetus for
changes in location of such business activities will build up
swiftly. If' on the other hand the home war ker's extr act a pr' ice
for their' mor'e cost-effective perfor'mance. such changes would be
unlikely t,o gain much momentum over the next few year s" A
substant,ial shift to home-working is perhaps the most significant
tr'end t.o watch for in a land use or' urban form framework"., Thus
Wigan (p159) concluded that the influences of these technologies
on urban for'm "will be cr'i tica1ly dependent on the social
reactions to the changes in overhead costs and productivity of
home war ker's" "

A further point to note which is relevant to this paper
is that improved infor'mation systems enable planning author ities
to monitor the urban system more closely .. Wigan (1985a. p150)
argued that "the increased ability to monitor both detailed land
parcels and the activities taking place on each parcel will
considerably impr'ove the ability of r'egional authorities to
determine what is act,ually happening on the ground _ but politics
rather t,han technical capabilities are likely to continue to
determine t.he land use influences actually emergent from such
systems for' monitoring and cont-r'ol""
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is possible"

For' example, Garrison (198-4) argues that there is a limit to
the extent to which incremental change can overcome the problems
inherent in the existing automobile-highway system (capital
,shortfalls, environmental concerns, energy prices, It saturation"
of accessibility, etc)" He suggests that a possible
"transformation" of the system would be to specialise" He thus
goes on to suggest that the most likely initial specialisation
would be the development and introduction of small, lightweight,
two-person urban cars. with a part of the highway system
dedicated to their use" (It is noted that there are trends
towards increasing vehicle speciali sation, e. g" truck design;
recreational vehicles; one, two and thr ee box pa ssenger car s I

etc) "

If such a system was to be introduced, its effects on the
urban traffic system could be considerable" lhe eventual
intr oduction and completion of a for'mal "specialised ll system must
be a long way off however. and the more important issues concern
interim anangements before the system was introduced. 'The
difficulty is that it would be quite easy to pr'oduce the
vehicles, but because they would be incompatible with existing
r'oad vehicles in many respects, their introduction into a mixed
tr'affie stream would pose problems. The parallels with mopeds are
obvious" lhe likely institut,ional response would be to ban the
use of such vehicles (Of' surround them with such r'egulations as
to effectively ban them), but this would be to deny potential
users the benefits which might accrue from their' use ..

Even if such discontinuous changes do not occur, progressive
development of conventional vehicles will continue. Wigan (1985b)
has indicated that 12·~20% of the value of US cars in the 1990's
will be in electronics.. Ihis will mainly be found in the areas
of vehicle control, powertr'ain control, safety and convenience.
audio systems, and (increasingly) dr i ver in! or mat ion systems
(Ohtake and Mizutani, 1985)"

CONCLUSION

Future demand for travel will depend on the r'elative
weights of the var ious factor's discussed in this paper- I

together'. no doubt. with other s not mentioned. It is not
possible. nor is it useful, to postulate a single likely outcome"
However it is significant that most of the factors discussed
point to an incr'ease in traffic generation: all factors point to
a change in the patterns of traveL What is more immediately
important, and is the reason for t.his paper. is that. those with a
responsibility for' developing plans, policies, or programs for
future tr'affic management and contr'ol be awar'e of the potential
for significant changes in the nature and patterns of travel. and
accept a responsibility to monitor such changes and adapt to
them ..
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